
These written minutes represent the general discussion of the DWCD Board of 
Directors, DWCD staff, and participants at the DWCD board meeting, and they include 
a record of any and all board actions taken at the meeting.  The written minutes are 
not intended to provide a word-for-word account of the board meetings.  Nor are they 
a direct quote of any statements offered at board meetings.  All DWCD board 
meetings are recorded on audiotape. 

 
 

DOLORES WATER CONSERVANCY DISTRICT 
WATER ACTIVITY ENTERPRISE 

________________________________________ 
 

MINUTES 
Regular Meeting 

November 11, 2021 
________________________________________ 

 
CALL TO ORDER Bruce Smart, President, called the meeting to order at 7:00 pm   
 

ROLL CALL Bruce Smart, President 
 Simon Martinez, Vice-President 
 Don Schwindt, Secretary-Treasurer 
 Wes Wilson, Director 
 Sheldonna Z. Ives, Director 
 Glen Fish, Director 

Ken Curtis, General Manager 
Ben Harclerode, Chief of Engineering & Construction 

 Eric Sprague, DWCD Engineering Tech-Via Teleconference 
 Lisa Jordan, Office Administrator 
 Adam Reeves, Attorney 
 Robert Stump, Bureau of Reclamation-Via Teleconference 
  
   
 
INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS 
 
In-Person 
 
Brandon Johnson, General Manager, MVIC, Greg Vlaming, Soil Health Initiative, Ryan Grey, Landan 
Wilson, FSA Irrigator 
 
Via Telephone/Teleconference 
 
Rich Landreth, City of Cortez; Jerrod Hughes, Engineering Technician, DWCD;  
 
 
MINUTES   
 
 
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES  
 
MOTION: TO APPROVE THE MINUTES AS SUBMITTED FOR THE OCTOBER 14, 2021 

ENTERPRISE MEETING. 
 

MOTION: GLEN FISH 
SECOND: WES WILSON 
MOTION CARRIED. SHELDONNA IVES ABSTAINED FROM THE VOTE. 

 
 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 
MOTION: TO APPROVE THE SEPTEMBER '21 FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND APPROVE 

THE STATEMENT OF PAYABLES AS PRESENTED. 
  
O&M: AP/CHECK #39901-39968 & PR/CHECK #124912-124955 

$150,752.14 
   

MOTION: WES WILSON 
SECOND: SIMON MARTINEZ 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.  

 



 

O&M REPORT – Ben reported the following: 
 
Operations and Maintenance for October – On October 25, the Great Cut PP began sending 
water to the Dove Creek PP via the canal. One pump was utilized and ran at 33 CFS for two days. It 
was shut-off at 7 am on Wednesday, October 27.  A total of 118 AF left Great Cut PP.  Water flowed 
slowly through the canal and began to show up at Dove Creek PP Wednesday. The siphon at gate 
321 was plugged with tumbleweeds early Wednesday morning, and staff had to stop the water flow 
and allow this section of the canal to drain. The crew worked all day Thursday, October 28, to unplug 
the siphon before the rest of the water could flow to Dove Creek Pumping Plant. The system running 
to Dove Creek's pond was pressurized Friday, and water delivery began Monday, November 1. 
Water delivery ran until November 9, and staff calculated a 60% loss due to seepage, rewetting the 
canal, and other losses. Ben stated that he believes the Town of Dove Creek plans to build another 
reservoir of the same size to get them through an entire year.  They have also been working out an 
additional plan with Montezuma Water Company to tap into their system.  Ben stated that the Dove 
Creek System would be winterized once water delivery is complete.  DWCD staff will finish the tire 
mats near Fairview PP and continue mucking out the canal from CR 20 back to Great Cut. The 
electricians and mechanics have started their repairs on three different gates in the Dove Creek 
Canal. The South Canal liner has around 20 holes/slices in it that DWCD plans to repair in-house. 
The crew is finishing up a few M&I installs before shifting focus South as the weather begins to 
freeze.  
 
The control room staff repaired a fiber line at Check 508 on the Towaoc Highline Canal.   
 
A culvert crossing beneath the Towaoc-Highline Canal near Check 522 became clogged with 
sediment during a recent storm. It appears the stormwater topped the canal during the rain event. 
Operators have begun cleaning the culvert out to prevent the canal from overtopping again.  
 
As crews move South, we plan on spending a week working at the McPhee Boat ramp in early 
December alongside US Forestry to remove some of the old tire wave break left behind from the 
previous marina. There have been public complaints as the old tire wave break has been exposed 
due to the low water level. 
 
The mechanics will be replacing the actuator and gearbox for MVIC on the East Lateral gate as 
schedules open up.  
 
Power Plants – Towaoc Power Plant has been shut down all month, and we will inspect the sleeve 
valve and discharge tubing. 

 
Great Cut Intake Channel – DWCD staff measured the water level at 36" over the old haul road in 
the Great Cut Intake Channel when the lake elevation was 6,857.63. The water level was 32" over 
the top of the trash rack on the intake to the Tunnel. At this time, the lake elevation is slowly 
increasing, which will make the work more challenging. Our initial thought was to build a road down 
to the water level and use the long stick excavator to load the material into dump trucks and haul it 
out of the high water line. We've been looking into different pieces of equipment and draglines as 
well. All of which would require another permitting process. For the time being, we are gathering 
estimates and ideas for the Board's review. 
 
Personnel Committee – There was a Personnel Committee meeting on October 25 and Tuesday, 
November 2. Both meetings primarily focused on 2022 employment budget items. This week, a 
follow-up meeting was held on Tuesday, November 9, for further personnel discussions relative to 
the 2022 budget.  
 
 
WATER MANAGEMENT REPORT 
 
Water Accounting – Ben stated that 1) On November 1, MVIC began filling Narraguinnep with the 
river flow per their filling right. On November 10, MVIC shifted to storing Narraquinnep fill in McPhee, 
similar to last year.  2) DWCD will be draining the sumps in the next week.  A text will be sent to the 
FSA irrigators, and anyone interested in the water can haul it.  The water will be available first-come, 
first-serve.  
 
Soil Health Grant Update – Greg Vlaming stated that DWCD was selected to participate in the 
STAR Plus program.  STAR Plus is part of the soil health program from the Colorado Department of 
Agriculture.   
 
DWCD has been selected to participate as an Eligible Entity.  Eligible entities will receive funding 
through stimulus funding appropriated by the state legislature through SB21-235 and will work with 
producers between January 2022 and December 2022.  Eligible entities will perform consultations 
with participants and distribute producer incentive payments and equipment grants starting in 
February 2022.   
 
DWCD would receive up to $124,000 in grant funding in 2022 to work with 7 participants.  $34,000 of 
this total is capacity support funding in 2022.  The funding is unrestricted for use by the district.  



$90,000 of this total is for distribution to producer participants in producer incentive payments and 
equipment grants.  The CDA will be in touch with DWCD with more information.  
 
Greg stated that 8 people signed up for 7 slots, and the State has said that if other areas in the State 
don't participate, there may be room for additional participants in our area.   
 
Greg addressed Don's question from last month regarding the science.  Greg stated that this 
program is being defined as it goes.  Greg asked Ken to discuss DWCD's involvement as the pass-
through entity.  There is some capacity support what would be around 70 participation acres.  The 
funds are a 1-1 match and are built for producers to succeed. The program is to help build soil to be 
as healthy and profitable as possible.    
 
Discussion:  Bruce asked Greg how many people had contacted him.  Greg stated that out of 25-30 
people at the Farmer Advisory Committee (FAC) meeting, he had 8 people interested, and he has 
added a few more names to the list.  He would like each of them to have a consultation form to rank 
them if there are extra slots; they will have already completed the form.  Greg mentioned that there 
is a minimum of 240 acres; however, he thinks the acreage here will exceed the limit.  Greg stated 
that this is a 3-year program. 
 
Greg stated that this is now a state statute and will become part of the state budget from now on.  
Greg thinks this is an excellent opportunity to get paid to do some work that may be done anyways, 
like rotating a crop out.  Sheldonna asked where the health principles came from?  Greg stated that 
they are based on the USDA Health Fundamentals.   
 
Bruce asked if Greg would be checking on each of the plots throughout the process?  Greg stated 
soil tests would be performed routinely, and the data would be compared to a baseline from the start 
of the project.  Greg stated that there would be forms to fill out in the first year.  Greg will work one 
on one with each producer.  The Dept of Ag wants to make this as easy and accessible as possible.  
Greg specifically asked the Dept of Ag about UF&RE.  Greg stated that UF&RE is not considered a 
FSA irrigator in the eyes of this program, but they are eligible as their own entity.  Greg can have up 
to two people on the DWCD Board participate without a conflict of interest and would like to have 2 
Board members participate to get their feedback as an irrigator and a Board member.  Sheldonna 
asked how much change they would expect to see in 3 years.  Greg stated that this would vary 
based on water and practices, but they realize this will take time.  Greg stated that you have to start 
somewhere, and Colorado is late to the game.  Greg stated that the HDCD and Mancos Water 
Conservancy District would be working with MVIC shareholders and Manco's irrigators.  
 
Ken pointed out that this has been unfolding rapidly, and we would be looking at approximately $6K 
to DWCD for administrative fees. Ken will put together a contract with Greg, who will be doing the 
bulk of the work on the program.  Ken noted that it is not precisely set up yet, but he will include it in 
the budget, so if the Board has any trepidation, they need to let staff know pretty quickly.  Greg 
reiterated that this had unfolded fast; they are scrambling to put it all together, but the goal is to 
move swiftly to be ready by spring of 2022.  Bruce stated that he understands at least the first year 
of funding is approved by the State.  Greg stated that the formal answer is yes, there is a USDA 
grant that has been accepted and is under peer review, and he hopes to hear back by the first of the 
year.  If the USDA grant goes through, there will be additional years funded.  
 
 
ADJOURNMENT Dolores Water Conservancy District Water Activity Enterprise Board meeting 

adjourned at 7:38 pm 
 
 
 
_______________________________ _______________________________ 
Donald W. Schwindt, Secretary-Treasurer Bruce Smart, President 

  



These written minutes represent the general discussion of the DWCD Board of Directors, DWCD 
staff, and participants at the DWCD board meeting, and they include a record of any and all board 

actions taken at the meeting.  The written minutes are not intended to provide a word-for-word 
account of the board meetings.  Nor are they a direct quote of any statements offered at board 

meetings.  All DWCD board meetings are recorded on audio tape. 

 
DOLORES WATER CONSERVANCY DISTRICT 

________________________________________ 
 

MINUTES 
Regular Meeting 

November 11, 2021 
_________________________________________ 

 
CALL TO ORDER Bruce Smart, President, called the meeting to order at 7:38 PM  
 
ROLL CALL Bruce Smart, President 
 Simon Martinez, Vice-President 
 Don Schwindt, Secretary-Treasurer 
 Wes Wilson, Director 
 Sheldonna Z. Ives, Director 
 Glen Fish, Director 

Ken Curtis, General Manager 
Ben Harclerode, Chief of Engineering & Construction 

 Eric Sprague, DWCD Engineering Tech-Via Teleconference 
 Lisa Jordan, Office Administrator 
 Adam Reeves, Attorney 
 Robert Stump, Bureau of Reclamation-Via Teleconference 
  
   
  
INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS 
 
In Person 
 
Brandon Johnson, General Manager, MVIC, Ryan Grey, Landan Wilson, FSA Irrigator 
 
Via Telephone/Teleconference 
 
Rich Landreth, City of Cortez; Jerrod Hughes, Engineering Technician, DWCD;  
 
MINUTES  
 
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES  
 
MOTION: TO APPROVE THE MINUTES AS SUBMITTED FOR THE SEPTEMBER 14, 2021, 

SEPTEMBER 15, 2021 AND OCTOBER 6, 2021 SPECIAL MEETINGS. 
 

MOTION: DON SCHWINDT 
SECOND: WES WILSON 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.  
 
 

MOTION: TO APPROVE THE MINUTES AS SUBMITTED FOR THE OCTOBER 14, 2021, 
REGULAR MEETING.  

 
MOTION:  WES WILSON   
SECOND: GLEN FISH 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.  SHELDONNA IVES ABSTAINED FROM 
THE VOTE.  
 

MOTION: TO APPROVE THE MINUTES AS SUBMITTED FOR THE OCTOBER 14, 2021, 
EXECUTIVE SESSION MEETING. 

 
MOTION:  GLEN FISH  
SECOND: DON SCHWINDT 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.  SHELDONNA IVES ABSTAINED FROM 
THE VOTE.  
  
 
 

 



FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 
 
MOTION: TO APPROVE THE SEPTEMBER ‘21 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND APPROVE 

THE STATEMENT OF PAYABLES AS PRESENTED. 
 
 ADMIN: AP/CHECK #12068-12083 
 

     $21,188.26 
 

MOTION:  GLEN FISH 
SECOND: SIMON MARTINEZ 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 
 

RECESS FOR PUBLIC HEARING ON UPSTREAM USERS INCLUSION 7:45 PM 
RECONVENED 7:47 PM 
 
 
AGENCY REPORTS 

 
BOR Report – Robert Stump stated that 1) he is scheduling a power plant review soon.  2)  Denver 
Tech Center identified the locations for coring the spillway that he will schedule soon.  3)  Robert will 
be submitting the 2022 Charge Notices.  Robert noted that the government is on a continuing 
resolution and some payments may be partial until a full budget is passed.  4)  Robert did not have 
an update on the Utes O&M payment but stated there will be a meeting next week and he suspects 
there will be a recommendation to the regional office regarding the 2021 THC payment.  The 2022 
payments are being dealt with separately.  
 
Division of Water Resources Report – CDWR was not in attendance.  
 
T/H Committee Report – Ben stated that the Committee met October 20, 2021.  There was a tour 
of the THC prior to the meeting.  1) There is extra water in Reach 2 which was left over from the 
stock run and there is water at Reach 3 that UF&RE will use all winter.  2) There is a leak at Check 
508 that all entities have been working to locate.  There has been a French drain installed and a 
repair to the fiber line that was damaged when placing the French drain.   3) The Committee paid 
DWCD, MVIC & UF&RE. 
 
Next T/H Meeting – The Committee will meet at the DWCD, Cortez Office November 17, 2021 at 
2:00 p.m. 
 
MVIC Report – Brandon reported that 1) MVIC is performing maintenance on the U Lateral, 
headgate replacement, sediment cleaning and culvert repairs.  2) They are still replacing liner on the 
Pine and that is why they want to keep Narraguinnep water in McPhee.  3) Brandon noted that MVIC 
is having a hard time getting parts for the GH guard gates which is slowing down the bid process.     
 
 
GENERAL MANAGERS REPORT 
 
Budget Discussion/Deliberation – The budget changes to consider remain as discussed last 
month and at the Board workshop.   
 
The Administrative 100 budget remains about $7,000 out of balance.  A sheet showing history of 
disputed Kinder Morgan taxes was included in the Board packet.  Since 2010 DWCD has received 
seven payments only one of which is still in dispute.  These funds have been placed in reserves.  
The Board can pull from reserves, change expenditures or leave budget unbalanced.  It is possible 
that a higher final 2021 balance, revenue less expenditures, will cover next year’s deficit. We will get 
more updated tax revenue from the counties but there are no significant changes to the 
Administrative account at this time. Don asked if the funds from Kinder Morgan are okay to spend.  
Ken stated that we are getting our information from the Assessor.  Don clarified that the 2009 funds 
are unavailable.  Ken confirmed that these funds are still in the Court System. 
 
For the 200 O&M budget, the Board may consider changes to specific budget expenditures and how 
to handle reserves for desired cash flow.  Most 2022 expenditures are back near historic norms for 
OM&R with the same capital originally proposed for 2021, but not spent. 
 
The Board can continue on with adjustments to incorporate the proposed Colorado Department of 
Agriculture soil health grant.  DWCD would manage the $124,000 in funding, $70,000 to 7 
producers, $20,000 for equipment, $6,200 (5%) for administration and $ 27,800 for technical 
services if we spend the maximum.  Final totals would adjust to actual approved costs.  Ken will go 
ahead with the line item in the budget for this.  
 



The 2021 approximately $70,000 WSHCG pay out for old health care is currently just covering some 
of the imbalanced cost to revenue in 2021.  A $35,000 final payout is expected in April 2022.  It is 
not currently shown in the budget. 
 
The difference between lost revenue and cost remains about $330,000, but will vary based on final 
actual revenues and costs.  The most likely change will come from revenues owed in 2021 that slip 
into 2022 which may not affect cash flow too much.  The Board should cover some of the loss with a 
water supply reserve account transfer per the recommendation below.  DWCD may still need a 
temporary loan (Operating Reserve lines 221 & 222) for spring expenses until the water season 
starts.  These would be net zero, but are raised to cover depleted cash on hand.  We are still 
evaluating the final recommended Operating Reserve draw for 2022 that is in the draft budget at 
$250,000 on lines 221 & 222. 
 
The Dove Creek L&G budget will have the liner project removed from 2021 to 2022.  A temporary 
loan in 2022 is still needed from the Future Projects Reserve.  
 
Really the changes are the same as discussed at the Budget Workshop and Ken will begin making 
those changes for Budget approval.  Ken noted that there is a recommended action for after the 
hearing. What it does is leave the checkbook fairly low at the beginning of the year. Ken stated that 
Don has suggested a 5-year planning forecast which Ken has not had a chance to look at.  Adam 
asked if the anticipated revenue from the sale of Totten shows up.  Ken stated that it does not show 
up anywhere.  It will be cash coming in that does not have a ‘home’.   
 
Discussion:  Don asked if Ken is thinking about a 5-year cash flow.  Ken stated that we depleted 
checkbook money but didn’t deplete reserves.  Don asked if we got reimbursed from the drought, 
what is the loss?  Tracking the missed reserve replacements is particularly important.  Don stated 
that having data would help prioritize the options that the Board could be thinking about and making 
a plan around to match expenses to water supply.  Don thinks we will be facing these types of 
financial discussions in the near future. Ken stated that this will be a continued conversation and 
suspects that it will continue to the Brainstorm Session.   
 
RECESSED FOR BUDGET HEARING AT 8:09 PM 
RECONVENED 8:11 PM 
 
Discussion after the Budget Hearing:  Ken stated that he will make the Administrative account 
balance, remove the DCL&G liner project from the DCL&G Budget, add the CDA grant and review 
the latest cost projections and revenue.  Ken noted that there may be a few other tweaks but no 
significant changes.  Don stated the personnel committee agreed to wait to see what the water 
supply is in 2022 before making personnel changes.  It was stated that there may need to be some 
changes later in 2022 to the budget if there is a water shortage.   
 
Farmer Advisory Committee (FAC) – Ken stated that there was a big turnout at the FAC and the 
farmers are concerned about next year.  Bruce, Wes, Glen & Godwin attended.  Wes stated that 
irrigators did thank DWCD for the 2021 rate adjustment.  It was stated that irrigators are concerned 
about the water supply and would like to see if there was a way that DWCD could encourage MVIC 
to conserve water in the future.  They did not have specific input on the budget knowing it was set up 
for normal water supply and would react to the water supply.  Don stated that this could be a 
workshop item and discussion at a Board to Board in the future.  Don stated that he shares their 
concerns.  Ken stated that the other common thread was the question of some sort of relief, such as, 
would Reclamation come in and help in times of drought given their investment in the Project.  There 
is also concern about insurance & NAP payments not coming in.  It was stated that there is not direct 
producer relief for this type of drought.  We are being advised to contact our Reclamation area 
offices with regard infrastructure money to build projects.  Don stated that he has been wrestling with 
this for a long time and stated that the bottom-line damage goes directly to his concerns about 
drought.  It may be an opportunity if we frame it in the right way.  We can’t have a demand 
management discussion to share with SWCD, the state & others without having some brainstormed 
ideas to address these problems.  Don stated that in terms of the budget Ken is on the right path and 
pulling the recommended amount from reserves makes sense to him.  Wes asked if the $960K was 
the hit we took?  Ken stated that it definitely was in the realm of the direct revenue loss, but there are 
other items such as deferred capital that will have to be replaced in at another time.  There are 
capital items that were purchased in previous years that we will not make repayment to reserves this 
year.  Ken stated that the $960K is pretty straight on and gone forever.  Don stated that if we can 
generate savings we should because our reserves aren’t big enough noting that we may be able to 
backfill in some places and not in others.  
 
Ken stated that he is making the bare minimum on the appropriation until we see what the weather is 
down the road.  The personnel committee came in with a recommendation.  Sheldonna stated that 
since these are uncertain times the personnel committee has decided to wait on the snow pack 
before making personnel/salary adjustments. It was stated that there are some open positions that 
will be held open until spring and some positions may not be filled at all.    
 
2021 200 Budget Recommended Action:  Budget $300,000 from the Water Supply Reserve 
Account that was appropriated, but unbudgeted (line 233).   
 



This positive transfer will show up on line 225 as revenue for the 2021 O&M 200 budget and will 
actually pull funds from COLOTRUST into the checking account.  If the draft budget projections 
come in, that would leave a positive net cash flow for 2021 of about $130,000.  Any additional 
required spring cash flow needs would come from the Operating Reserve. 
 
 
MOTION: TO MOVE $300K FROM THE WATER SUPPLY RESERVE ACCOUNT THAT WAS 

APPROPRIATED BUT UNBUDGETED TO BALANCE THE BOOKS FOR THE 
2021OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE BUDGET. 

 
  MOTION: SHELDONNA Z. IVES 
  SECOND: WES WILSON 
  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
 
Ute Farm and Ranch Water Lease cost:  Ken stated that although the Board agreed on a quantity, 
the price was left undetermined, between $25 to $35/AF.  Ken suggested that the Board set the rate 
the same as 2020, $33.17/AF as there hasn’t been any specific criteria determined for a price other 
than past practice.   
 
Don confirmed that this would be billed to UF&R and then asked Simon about carrying forward the 
2020 price as fair, as it seems to him this would be a reasonable amount.  Simon confirmed. 
 
MOTION: TO SET THE UF&RE LEASE AT $33.17/AF AS THE BILLING PRICE FOR 2021. 
 
  MOTION: DON SCHWINDT 
  SECOND: GLEN FISH  
 MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. SIMON MARTINEZ ABSTAINED FROM THE 

VOTE.  
 
 
Reconciliation – Ken reviewed the reconciliation table with the Board.  Ken believes that there will 
be discussion on this at the Board to Board.  Ken stated that all of the costs are audited 2020 costs 
to show the differences from variable water supplies.  Ken stated that 2016 was decided on as an 
example of a “normal” full supply year because there was a small spill.  Eric Sprague will have 
additional years from 2010 to 2020 for the Board to review.  The shared facilities are what are driving 
the changes and the reconciliation is based on use.  Ken stated that he knows that MVIC is trying to 
ask real questions around this and will save the discussion for the Board to Board.  There are clearly 
large impacts, heavily on MVIC, and some on others.  Ken wants to hear some questions but noted 
that the Towaoc Highline Canal is dealt with separately, there is no repayment, only O&M.  Don 
asked Robert how much sense this makes to Reclamation and how much blessing does the BOR 
have.  Robert stated that it does make since especially given the water situation.  Reclamation is 
mostly concerned that DWCD is billing in an equitable manner and they are comfortable that we are 
performing this reconciliation in an equitable manner.  Don stated that equitable demonstrates more 
flexibility than Don remembers.  Don stated that he doesn’t want to go down a bad path with this 
methodology.  Robert stated that when the BOR set this project up there was no history of use to do 
the reconciliation any other way.  DWCD is not changing who this is allocated to just the way it is 
being proportioned among parties.  If DWCD was adjusting beneficiaries that would be different.  
Robert stated that after talking to the solicitor DWCD is within its flexibility to bill in this manner.  
 
Board to Board – 6:00 PM Tuesday November 16 @ DWCD – Potential topics could include the 
NCA, Totten, Colorado River Issues, reconciliation or any other topics the Board would like to 
discuss.     
 
DWCD Board Workshops – November 17, 2021 – Takes place the day after Board to Board.  Start 
time can be at 5:00 PM with dinner.  Don thinks that Colorado River Issues are a critical place to 
spend the time on discussions. 
 
2021 CAWA Ag Water Summit, Winter Park, December 9 – 10 – The Board approved 3 
sponsorships last month for Board members, FSA irrigators or UF&R/UMUT members in addition to 
James Snyder’s attendance with expenses covered by MVIC.  With no other applicants yet, Ken will 
reach out to some FAC members.   
 
Legislation Update – Federal, State, NCA & DWR Rulemaking – 1) Ken included the old (2012 - 
2021) and new Congressional, state senator and state maps to discuss the realignments of 
boundaries.   Ken presented the approved redistricting maps for congressional representatives.  We 
will be combining with La Plata County in the house districts.   2) Ken stated that NCA updates will 
follow in the legal report and in executive session as appropriate.  Three Board members were able 
to join Adam and Ken in a discussion with the NCA workgroup.  3) CDWR is going forward with 
Division 6 measurement rules that ultimately leads into curtailment discussions.  4) The 
infrastructure bill has past and there is a lot of money for water in the west.  Ken will look for more 
detailed breakdowns.  There is $50M for Colorado Upper Basin (DCP).  Ken will look into where 
some of this will best fit DWCD. This is money that is coming out over 5 years and will be coming 
through Reclamation.  There is some forest health money and some green power money in the bill 



also.  Ken would like the Board to think about where the real needs for something like are.  Don 
stated that we should develop a strategy to move the project forward for a drier time.  Adam stated 
that if we could accelerate replacement and repair that could help us not need to use the reserves in 
the future if we replace and repair now.  Ken has talked to Christine Arbogast about our needs.  
Adam noted that there will be regulations on how to deploy the money.  
 
Colorado River Compact Issues, Drought Contingency Planning, Demand Management – 
Ongoing Work on Policy/Strategy Framework – Ken included the following in the mail out.  An 
article, From sky to bedrock, researchers near Crested Butte are resetting what we know about 
water in the West.  Ken stated that there is a large amount of money that is being put into these 
projects and the high-level science is so in depth and costly that we would need to wait for USGS 
and the like to help us with some of the water science. Don stated that he worries that the science is 
missing in some of the models as it is hard to model some of the forest and landscape.  Don thinks 
that with the replanting of trees that were logged they have robbed the landscape of the water that 
used to come across the Dolores gage.  Don stated that he doesn’t know how you fold that into the 
modeling.  Glen stated that he has been working with some archeologists on the Haney ruin whose 
focus has been on the years between 900 and 1250.  Glen noted that there were two 200-year 
droughts and the snowpack would take 50 years to travel down.  Ken stated that if you want the 
science to prove it that is a lot more than our DWCD capacity.  Ken stated that if you talk about the 
beavers building dams you will see more actionable items and progress.  We know the science is 
years away.   
 
BOR 24 - Month Study, Drought Reserve Operating Agreement, DROA – Ken stated that if 
someone is interested in more detail, he can get them paired with someone from the BOR to discuss 
in further detail.   
 
Colorado River District (CRD), Andy Mueller & Peter Fleming, DEMAND MANAGEMENT 
MARKET STRUCTURE CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL otherwise being called the “punching bag.”  
Ken stated that it really starts a more detailed demand management discussion driven by CRD’s 
initial anchoring.  This has caused some concern with CWCB and others probably.  Ken thinks every 
Board member should read and start considering our updated policy and our story.  As we have 
discussed we do need to prepare something more for January if not sooner (CRWUA).  This start 
may lead the DM discussion, but we also need to address the renegotiations and possibly State 
Engineer rules. This conversation is going to heat up and DWCD needs to see how to respond. 
There are still underlying questions that we will circle back to.  This is not going to solve the problem 
but they are starting to ask questions.   Page 8 of 12 last paragraph talks about Municipal/Domestic 
sector there is an indeterminant amount of time that is thrown out as encouragement.  This is very 
raw and they have the structure out there to start asking these questions.   
 
Scaling back the Lower Colorado River Basin – 1) They are going to look for resources and 
fallowing ag lands within Palo Verde and other districts.  In the LB they have always been flush with 
water and have never taken a shortage like we did this year. 2) Tribes are making noise about being 
at the negotiating table.  3) Colorado Springs is finally cracking down of lawn size and unused grass.   
4) There are now groups that are seriously pushing to drain Lake Powell.  The article stated that this 
is the “end of an era” and the time for the compact is up.  This would be bad for us but good for the 
lower basin.  
 
The 2021 Colorado River Water Users Association (CRWUA) CONFERENCE is set for 
December 14-16 at Caesars Palace, Las Vegas.  Don, Adam and Ken are currently planning to 
attend.  If anyone wants the international and national CR perspectives this is the one place 
everyone will be together.  How much will be said in public remains to be seen. 
 
Totten – A signed agreement was packet.  Adam will cover in his section.  It should be ready to sign 
and set a closing date. 
 
Other – Ken stated that there are lots of webinars going on, one today covered Mead below 1030’ & 
1020’, with additional cuts (500K AF) to head off a Lower Basin disaster.  There are more federal 
funds coming in as was discussed last month.  FFA is putting out a new piece that Ken will share 
when public likely by next month’s CRWUA conference.   
 
 
LEGAL REPORT 
 
Totten Sale – Adam stated we are ready to pick a date for closing.  December 16 has been 
proposed.  The District will issue the deed in the same form it came into the District.  If the Board 
wants Bruce to sign tonight then they can proceed. 
 
MOTION: TO GIVE BRUCE SMART THE AUTORITY TO SIGN TOTTEN DOCUMENTS 

TONIGHT. 
  
  MOTION GLEN FISH 
  SECOND DON SCHWINDT 
  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 



 
MVIC 87.3cfs Water Rights Filing – Adam stated that there was nothing new to report. 
 
NCA Legislation – Adam stated that there was a good discussion with the group along with John 
Whitney.  Adam would like to continue discussion in executive session.  
 
Adam asked for an Executive Session to discuss the following:  NCA Legislation, 21CW3038 
Statement of Opposition and Colorado River Issues. 
 
MOTION: MOVE INTO EXECUTIVE SESSION PER CRS 24.6.402(b) TO OBTAIN ADVICE 

FROM COUNSEL AND CRS 24.6.402(e) MATTERS OF NEGOTIATION FOR 
DISCUSSIONS ON THE PROPOSED NCA LEGISLATION, 21CW3038 
STATEMENT OF OPPOSITION AND COLORADO RIVER ISSUES. 

  MOTION: SHELDONNA Z. IVES 
  SECOND: WES WILSON 
  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.  
 
RECESSED FOR EXECUTIVE SESSION AT 9:41 P.M. 
RECONVENED REGULAR MEETING AT 11:09 P.M. 
 
REPORT OUT OF EXECUTIVE SESSION 

Adam reported that in Executive Session the Board discussed and received advice from the attorney 
regarding the proposed statement of opposition, NCA Legislation and Colorado River Issues.  
Instructions were given to negotiators and no decisions were made. 

MOTION:  TO AUTHORIZE ADAM TO FILE A STATEMENT OF OPPOSITION IN 21CW3038. 
 

MOTION:  DON SCHWINDT 
SECOND:  WES WILSON 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 

NEXT DWCD BOARD MEETING – Thursday, December 9, 2021 - 7:00 P.M. 
 
ADJOURNMENT Meeting adjourned at 11:10 P.M. 
 
 
 
 
 
              
Donald W. Schwindt, Secretary-Treasurer   Bruce Smart, President 
 
 

 


